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AVOIDING INTERNAL SWITCHING LOSS IN

SOFT SWITCHING CASCODE STRUCTURE

DEVICE

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application claims benefit of priority of U.S. Provi-

sional Application 61/927,516, filed Jan. 15, 2014, which is
hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to power convert-

ers and switching devices used therein and, more particu-

larly to the construction and operation of cascode devices
used for high current switching and techniques andcircuits

for substantially eliminating switching losses therein.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

High performance semiconductor switching devices have
enabled substantial increases in power density in power

converters. Switching devices formed from silicon have

dominated the power managementfield for the past fifty to
sixty years and much optimization of such devices has been

accomplished during that period. However, the material
properties of silicon are currently limiting further improve-

ment in switching devices made from silicon. Therefore,
high current switching devices made from wide band-gap

material such as silicon carbide (SiC) andnitrides of Group

III semiconductor materials such as gallium nitride (GaN)
have emerged as promising devices for high voltage, high

frequency, high efficiency and high power density power
conversion with low on-state resistance.

The wide band-gap devices can be categorized into two

types defined by their operation mode: enhancement mode
(normally off) and depletion mode (normally on). The

depletion mode switches usually have a lower on-resistance
and a smaller junction capacitance than the enhancement

mode switches and therefore are deemed moreattractive for
applications that require high efficiency at a higher fre-

quency. Such transistors are referred to as high voltage,

normally-on transistors. The threshold voltage for depletion
mode devices is negative. Therefore, a depletion mode

device with a low voltage silicon MOSFET or transistor
having similar characteristics for controlling the depletion

mode device is an appealing alternative to other types of
transistor switches. Such a configuration is known as a

cascode structure.

In high voltage (e.g. greater than 400V) andhigh fre-
quency (e.g. above about 100 KHz) applications, turn-on

switching losses in power devices are significant and so-
called soft switching or zero voltage switching (ZVS) turm-

on is required for pursuing high efficiency. The fundamental
principle of ZVS turn-on is to provide resonance between a

circuit inductance anda (possibly parasitic) capacitance and

use the resonant current to discharge the junction capaci-
tance of the high voltage switching device to zero volts prior

to the arrival or assertion of the driving signal or internal
turn-on occurs. While it is most simple and preferred to use

resonant current to achieve ZVS, the negative current to
discharge the junction or other parasitic capacitance can be

provided in other ways such as an induced current. There-

fore, in using ZVS, parasitic capacitances are of substantial
importanceto assure that the capacitance is fully discharged

prior to the next tumm-on instant. If the capacitance is not
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2
fully discharged before turn-on, the capacitance will be

discharged through the conduction channel of the high

voltage device, causing significant losses.

Unfortunately, the voltage distribution between thesilicon
MOSFWT (Si-MOSFET) and high voltage normally-on

device in the cascode structure mayresult in internal switch-
ing loss even when it is intended to operate under ZVS

conditions. In a cascode connection, when the charge of the

drain-source parasitic capacitance of the normally-on high
voltage device is larger than the sum of the drain-source

parasitic capacitance of the silicon FET and the gate-source
parasitic capacitance of the high voltage device, it will

prevent full discharge of drain source parasitic capacitance
of the high voltage device during what would otherwise be

a ZVSturn-ontransition which causes internal losses. More-

over, such a charge imbalance will generally drive the
drain-source voltage of the silicon MOSFET above the

avalanche breakdown voltage, causing further losses, and
operation in a mode which is not recommended and which

thermally compromises the cascode-connected device.
Therefore some of these devices have not been suitable for

high frequency operation in a desirable cascode connection

switching device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide
a technique and cascode circuit connection which uncondi-

tionally achieves ZVS operation and avoids avalanche con-
ditions regardless of the magnitude of the drain-source

parasitic capacitance of the high voltage depletion mode

transistor.
It is another object of the invention to provide a cascode

structure in which all types of high voltage normally-on
transistors are suitable for high frequency operation.

In order to accomplish these and other objects of the

invention, a cascode switching device and a power converter
including a cascode switching device are provided in which

the cascode switching device comprises a high voltage,
normally-on transistor formed ofsilicon carbide or a nitride

of a Group III semiconductor material such as gallium
nitride (GaN) having a drain-source parasitic capacitance, a

source-gate parasitic capacitance and a gate-drain parasitic

capacitance, a control transistor for controlling conduction
of the high voltage, normally-on transistor, having an ava-

lanche breakdownthreshold voltage, a drain-source parasitic
capacitance, a source-gate parasitic capacitance and a gate-

drain parasitic capacitance, and a charge balancing capacitor
connected in parallel with a parallel connection of the

gate-source parasitic capacitance of the high voltage, nor-

mally-on transistor and the drain-source parasitic capaci-
tance of the control transistor and having a value such that

a voltage on the drain-source parasitic capacitance of the
control transistor cannot reach the avalanche breakdown

threshold voltage when the drain-source parasitic capaci-
tance of the high voltage, normally-on transistor is charged

when the high voltage, normally-on transistor is turned off

and such that said drain-source parasitic capacitance of the
powertransistor is fully discharged when voltage on the

drain-source parasitic capacitance of the controltransistoris
discharged to the switching threshold voltage of the high

voltage normally-on transistor.
In accordance with another aspect of the invention, a

method of operating a cascode switching device is provided

including steps of applying a switching signal to a control
transistor to charge a drain-source parasitic capacitance and

a capacitor connected in parallel with the source-drain
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parasitic capacitor to a voltage above a switching threshold

of a high voltage, normally-on transistor, charging a source-

drain parasitic capacitance of the high voltage, normally-on

transistor, discharging said source-drain parasitic capacitor

to zero volts, and maintaining voltage on the source-drain

parasitic capacitance ofthe control transistor at or above the

switching threshold of the high voltage, normally-on tran-
sistor with charge on the capacitor until discharging of the

source-drain parasitic capacitor to zero volts is complete.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages
will be better understood from the following detailed

description of a preferred embodimentof the invention with

reference to the drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary boost

DC/DC converter using a cascode device as the switching
device,

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a cascode connected
switching device including all parasitic capacitors,

FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate first and second stages of a

turn-off process of a cascode device with balanced parasitic
capacitors, respectively,

FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate a ZVS turn-on process of a
cascode switching device with balanced parasitic capacitors,

FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C illustrate a sequenceofthree stages
of a turn-off process of a cascode device having unbalanced

parasitic capacitances,

FIGS. 6A, 6B and6C illustrate a sequenceofthree stages
of what would otherwise be a ZVS turn-on process for a

cascode device when the parasitic capacitance are unbal-
anced,

FIG.7 illustrates addition of a charge balancing capacitor,

Ca, to a cascode device in accordance with the invention.
FIG. 8A illustrates experimentally derived waveforms of

an unbalanced cascode device without additional capacitor
Ca,

FIGS.8B and 8C illustrate current and voltage waveforms
in FIG. 8A explaining the phenomenon of Si MOSFET

avalanche and internal switching losses in the cascode

device whenparasitic capacitances are unbalanced,
FIG.9A illustrates experimentally derived waveforms of

an otherwise unbalanced cascode device with additional
capacitor Ca,

FIGS.9B and 9C illustrate voltage and current waveforms
in FIG. 9A which avoid avalanche and achieve true ZVS

turn-on for the high voltage device in a cascode device,

FIG. 10 illustrates the relationship of avalanche and
internal switching loss corresponding to unbalanced charge

in the cascode device, and
FIG. 11 illustrates the negligible increase of turn-off

switching loss due to the additional capacitor Ca in the
cascode device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to

FIG.1, there is shown an exemplary boost converter using
a cascode switching device 10. It should be understood that

a boost converter is illustrated for simplicity of visualizing
and explaining the problem addressed by the invention

particularly as discussed in connection with FIGS. 8B and

8C below since only one switching device is employed and
interactions of cascode switching devices and the parasitic

capacitances they contain need not be considered. While
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boost converters using simple transistor switches and which
operate in the same manner as the circuit of FIG. 1 are

known, no portion of FIG. 1 is admitted to be prior art in

regard to the present invention and FIG. 1 is, accordingly,
labeled as “Related Art”.

As is known, a boost converter operates by drawing
current from powersource 20 through an inductor 30 when

switch 10 is closed. Increasing current in the inductor causes
a voltage across the inductor which opposes the increase in

current. When switch 10 is then opened, the current

decreases and the voltage developed across inductor 30 is
addedto the voltage of the input power source 20 causing a

current flow through diode 40to filter capacitor 50 and load
60. When the switch is again closed and the voltage across

the switch reduced, reverse flow of current is prevented by
diode 40. Therefore, a boost converter is capable of devel-

oping a voltage greater than the voltage of the input power

source. The output voltage may be regulated by simple pulse
width modulation (PWM) at a relatively high switching

frequency in any of a number of ways knownin the art. A
relatively high switching frequencyis preferred for reduced

ripple voltage (and required filter capacitance reduction for
a given ripple voltage specification) and power density.

However some switching losses are inevitably present and

are increased with increased switching frequency. Therefore,
the relatively high frequency chosen is a trade-off between

these effects. Additionally, as alluded to above, zero voltage
switching (ZVS) involves use of resonant currents circulat-

ing between the inductor and capacitances in the converter
circuit. Thus, parasitic capacitances in the cascode switch

havea significant effect on operation of the cascode switch.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of the cascode switch of
FIG. 1 with all of the parasitic capacitances of the low-

voltage transistor, hereinafter referred to as a Si-MOSFET
although other materials and types of transistor are usable,

and the SiC or GaN transistor, referred to hereinafter as a

high voltage transistor since other materials and types of
transistors may be suitable. The mode(s) of operation of the

cascode switch, as will be discussed below, should also be
regarded as exemplary since variations in operation may be

presented by charge imbalances in other switch configura-
tions to which the invention may provide a solution. In FIG.

2 and other schematic diagramsherein, the parasitic capaci-

tances are labeled with subscripts in which the first two
letters reflect the terminals of each switch between which the

parasitic capacitance exists (e.g. the subscript letters “DS”
indicate the parasitic capacitance between the drain and

source of a transistor) andthe last twoletters (separated from
the first two letters by an underscore, “_”) indicate the

respective transistor in whichthe parasitic capacitance being

referenced exists (e.g. the letters “Si” indicates the low
voltage transistor and “HD” indicates the high voltage,

depletion modetransistor (e.g. Crs zp indicates the drain-
source parasitic capacitance of the high voltage transistor of

the cascode switch. The same subscript notation will be used
for voltages, This convention in notation will be followed

throughout the remainderofthe description ofthe invention.

The problem addressed by the invention may be most
readily understood by comparison with the intended mode of

operation of the cascode switch in which the parasitic
capacitances are well-balanced and which will be discussed

initially. The term “well-balanced” refers to a cascode
switch in which C,, ;,p is not significantly greater than the

sum of Cyss, and Cgsyp such that normal operation will

occur and ZVSis possible. The term “significantly greater”
should be taken to mean that avalanche breakdown will

occur during turn-off of the low voltage transistor and ZVS
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is precluded, as will be explained below. In the following
discussion, it should be kept in mind that transistors prin-

cipally consume power whentransitioning between on and

off states (or in avalanche breakdown) when both internal
resistance and current flow are significant. Therefore, it will

be helpful to observe whether or not voltage changes are
described as “rapid”. Further, in the following schematic

diagrams, the principal conduction paths which are of inter-
est will be depicted in relatively heavier or widerlines while

connections and devices that do not carry significant cur-

rents will be depicted in relatively lighter, more narrow
lines.

The normal turn-off process of a cascode switch (e.g.
having an SiC or GaN high voltagetransistor) is performed

in two stages, depicted in FIGS. 3A and 3B,respectively. As
shown in FIG. 3A, during stage I, the process begins with a

turn-off transition in the voltage applied to the gate of the Si

MOSFET which turns off first and Cys s, Cop s, and
Cesxp are charged in parallel through the channel of the

high voltage device until the source-gate voltage (Vc yp)
of the high voltage device rapidly rises to the switching

threshold voltage, V7; 7, Whereupon the high voltage
device also turn off, as depicted in FIG. 3B.

During stage II, depicted in FIG. 3B, Vsgyp 18 greater

than V777 77 and the high voltage device remains off and
Cps_xp ischargedin series with Cos5,Cep_s and Cesap

which essentially becomes a capacitive voltage divider
connected to the output voltage of the power converter.

Thus, at the end ofstage II, if the parasitic capacitances are
well-matched, Veg zn=Vps s, 18 greater than V7, pp but is

less than the avalanche breakdownvoltage of theSi MOS-

FET (e.g. the Si MOSFET can be chosen to have a higher
avalanche breakdown voltage than Veg yn=Vps s,)- At the

same time, Vis zn rapidly rises fromOV to Vo-Vg¢ yn
(=Vys s,) and the turn-off process is complete. In this state,

if the parasitic capacitances are well-matched the total

charge on Cys zp 1S approximately equalto the total charge
on Cyssx Caps: and Ceszn. The charge relationship is

()

During the soft-switching (turn-on) period, the inductor
current decreases to 0 A, and resonates with the parasitic

capacitors of the freewheeling diode 40 and the cascode

device. FIGS. 4A and 4Billustrate two respective stages of
this period denoted as stage III and stage IV, since the

turn-off and turn-on operations of the cascode device com-
plete a switching cycle.

In stage II, Cys yp is discharged in series with Cys s,
Cen s, and Cogs zp by the resonant current and V,,, <, will

decrease to Vzzp and, at the same time, Visyp will

decrease to OV due to the charge balance of equation (1),
above, and the high voltage device will again begin to

conduct under ZVS conditions. During stage IV, the high
voltage device is conductive and Cp. 5, Cen s, and Ces an

are fully discharged through the high voltage device bythe
resonant current. After both devices have achieved ZVS, a

turn-on signal can be applied at any time in accordance with

any desired control strategy.
In contrast, if the parasitic capacitances are not well-

matched,thatis, ifthe charge on Cys zp 1s much larger than
that on Cys 5tCen s OF Cos stCen s, of the chosen Si

MOSFETismuch smaller, etc.,the internal operation of the
cascode device will be very different as will now be dis-

cussed. The numbering of the stages in a switching cycle

differs from that used above in that turn-off and turn-on will
occur in three stages each, as depicted in FIGS. 5A-5C and

6A-6C, respectively.

Qcps_HD®Qcep_st+Qces_HD-
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6
During stage I, the turn-off signal is applied to the gate of

the Si MOSFETwhichturns off first, as before, and C,, s,,

Cep_s, and Ceszn are charged in parallel through the

channel of the high voltage device in stage II until Veg yn
reaches Vzyp and the high current device turns off.

Duringstage II, Cps 4p is charged in series with theparallel
connection of Cys s Cen s, and Ces gp as shownin FIG.

5B. However, because the parasitic capacitors are not well-
matched,at the end ofstageII, the capacitive voltage divider

formed whenthe high voltage deviceturns off causes Viggs,

to be further charged from V7; :;p to the avalanche voltage
of the Si MOSFET, V,, whileCyszp is only charged to

Vos gp Where

Vat¥psup<Vo

because the voltage across a transistor in avalanche break-

down modeis substantially constant as shown in FIG. 5C,

illustrating stage II]. As further shown in FIG. 5C, Cys xn
is independently charged through the avalanche path and

Vos gp Will rise from Vys yp to Vo-V, to complete the
turn-off process. It should be noted that the current flow

through Cys zp Will compensate the charge decrease due to
leakage current. Therefore the voltage stays constant and the

charge remains unchanged. Therefore the total charge on

Cos yp 1s significantly larger than the charge on Cys s,;
Cep_s,andCgpsafter the high voltage device is turnedoff.

The charge relationship in this case where the parasitic
capacitances are unbalanced is

Qcps_up>Qcps_si+Qcep_s+@cps_HD (2)

FIGS. 6A-6C showsthe very different operation of the

cascode device during the turn-on period (corresponding to
the soft switching or ZVS turn-on period of FIGS. 4A-4B)

due to the unbalanced charge condition resulting from
unbalanced or unmatchedparasitic capacitances. In stage IV,

Cps_xp 1s again discharged in series with Cyss/Cgps, and

Cep s, by the resonant current. V,,, s, decreases from V,, to
Veep and, according to the unbalanced chargerelation-

ship in stage II of the turn-off process, Vs zp Will decrease
from Vo-V,, to Vo-V,-Vins zp Which is greater than zero.

At the end of stage IV, when Vp; «, slowly falls below
Vie upthe high voltage device begins to turn on with a

non-zero source-drain voltage. Therefore the ZVS condition

cannot be achieved by the time the high voltage device
begins to conduct and ZVS turn-on operation for reduced

loss at high frequencyis lost.
During stage V, illustrated in FIG. 6B, the high voltage

device is turned on and the remaining charge on Cys yp is
discharged through the conduction channel of the high

current device and directly induces further turn-on loss. It

should be noted that the high voltage device is turned on
internally by the Si MOSFETand no gate signal is required

to control turn-on. The terminal voltage on Cys yn
decreases quickly and, in accordance with Kirchoff’s volt-

age law (KVL) the terminal voltage on Cen zp Will rapidly
decrease, as well. Based on Kirchoff’s current law (KCL) the

sum of current flow from Cys5, Cens» Cesxp, and

Cep yp and Cen s, should equal the inductor current.
Therefore the highcurrents from the discharge of Copyp

cause the discharge of Crs 5, Ces zp and Cen sg, to be
reduced. At the end ofstage V the voltage of C,. jz» returns

to OV while charge remains on Cys 5, Ces zp and Cen s,
which are discharged during stage VI,illustrated in FIG. 6C.

Thus, in summary,ifthe parasitic capacitor Cryzp is not

well-matched (as defined above) with Cys 5, Ces zp and
Cep_s» the Si MOSFET will be driveninto avalanche

conditions (unless chosen to have a particularly high ava-
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lanche breakdown voltage, substantially increasing cost of
the cascode switching device) which is not a recommended

mode of operation as well as causing losses and compro-

mising thermal behavior of the cascode device as well as
causing charge imbalance during the turn-off process. Fur-

ther, due to the charge imbalance, the high voyage device
will lose ZVS capability causing further losses and prevent-

ing the cascode device from being used in high frequency
applications and deteriorating the thermal condition of the

cascode device.

To address the above problem caused by charge imbal-
ance caused by parasitic capacitance imbalance, the inven-

tion avoids the capacitor imbalance by addition of a small
additional capacitor, Ca in parallel with C,. 5,, Ces gp and

Cep s to the drain-source of the Si MOSFET as shown in
FIG.7. In order to substantially avoid the avalanche condi-

tion, the internal turn-on losses and to achieve high fre-

quency switching capability, the total charge on Cex «, and
Cesxp should be equal to or greater that the charge on

Cos yp after the high voltage device is turned off. That is,

Qcps_up*Qcps_sr+Qecp_s+Qces_upt+@ca

from which the required value of Ca is given by

Ca=dO¢/dv.

where dv is the voltage increase from V7;4p to the maxi-

mum value of V5. s, which is a few volts below the chosen
avalanche voltage value of the Si MOSFET.It should be

noted, in this regard, that if Qons yp is not significantly
greater than Qons stQccs ap: as defined above, the prob-

lem of parasitic capacitor imbalance does not occur. There-

fore, if Ca is, in fact, required to avoid the problems of
charge imbalance, the value of Ca is not critical if it is at

least close to Cg, yp since somefinite parasitic capacitance
will exist in the Si MOSFET.

To verify the effectiveness of adding Ca to the cascode

switch, FIGS. 8A-8C are experimental waveforms of the
cascode device of FIG. 7 but without Ca being connected.

Particularly in the magnified view of the turn-off period in
FIG. 8B with the turn-off signal being applied at time t1, it

is seen that avalanche occurs after discharge of Vas «, at
time t2 and that V,,, reaches Vo only at time t3 when

Cps_xp has been andis being charged continuously through

the avalanche path, as described above. FIG. 8C illustrates
the following and corresponding turn-on period in the con-

text of the boost converter of FIG. 1. As seen in the
experimental waveforms of FIGS. 8A-8C and the expanded

view of the turn-on period in FIG. 8C, at time t4, the
inductor current decreases to zero and begins to resonate.

Cysxp Starts to discharge in series with Crys5, Cep_s, and

Ces yp. At time 15, the drain-source voltage of the Si
MOSFET,which is also the source-gate voltage of the high

voltage transistor, decreases to its (negative) switching
threshold and the channel beginsto turn on.Atthis point the

remaining voltage on Cys yp 18 Vsy-Vrq Which remains
high (e.g. 265V). Between t5 and t6 when Vg. yn is

approximately V7;, the terminal voltage of Cysyp18 dis-

charged through the high voltage device channel; inducing
internal turn-on loss and slows discharge of Cpg5, and

Ces up by causing reduction of discharge current as
described in the above analysis. Thelossis illustrated by the

shaded area under the V., waveform.
To obtain the experimental waveforms shown in FIGS.

9A-9C, a capacitance of Ca=800 pfwas connected as shown

in FIG. 7. As shown in FIG. 9B, the avalanche voltage for
Si MOSFET(e.g. 30V) is not reached and avalanche con-

ditions do not occur. The turn-off process is completed more
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rapidly that in the case without Ca. During the soft switching
period illustrated in FIG. 9C, the inductor current reaches

OV and begins to resonate at time t3. The drain-source

voltage of the Si MOSFET, which is also the gate-source
voltage of the high voltage device, decreases rapidly and the

high voltage device begins to conduct under ZVS condi-
tions. No internal turn-on loss is induced when Ca is added

to the cascode device.
To generally quantify the loss induced by unmatched

capacitances in the cascode device, FIG. 10 illustrates the

relationship of loss and unbalanced charge. As unbalanced
charge increases, the avalanche and internal switching loss

increases significantly. For example, losses of 4.5 micro-
Joules (WJ) result from only 20 nanoCoulombs (nC) per

switching cycle. These losses correspond to 4.5 watts at a
switching frequency of 1.0 MHZ.

The effect of adding the additional capacitor to the cas-

code device is a negligible increase of turn-off switching
loss, illustrated in FIG. 11. since the cascode device,itself,

inherently exhibits very small turn-off switching loss due to
the intrinsic current source turn-off mechanism (the channel

current and Cys yp current will assist in discharging
C6s zp during the turn-off transition) which is a principal

advantage of a cascode switching device.

In view of the foregoing, it is clearly seen that the
invention provides a technique for unconditionally making

high voltage, normally-on devices applicable to cascode
switches, regardless of parasitic capacitances of the high

voltage, normally-on switches and Si MOSFET switches.
Furthermore, the simplicity of adding a small, inexpensive

capacitor of non-critical value is convenient and well-suited

for mass production, particularly where parasitic capaci-
tances are found to be variable from device-to-device.

Further, as alluded to above, the invention allows use of
cascode switches in power converters of any type and

enhances high frequency operation by the significant reduc-

tion in switching losses which can be achieved through the
invention.

While the invention has been described in terms of a
single preferred embodiment, those skilled in the art will

recognize that the invention can be practiced with modifi-
cation within the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

Weclaim:

1. A cascode switching device including:
a high voltage, normally-on transistor formed of silicon

carbide or a nitride of a Group III material, said high
voltage, normally-on transistor having a switching

threshold voltage, a drain-source parasitic capacitance,
a gate-source parasitic capacitance and a gate-drain

parasitic capacitance;

a controltransistor for controlling conduction of said high
voltage, normally-on transistor, said control transistor

having an avalanche breakdown threshold voltage, a
drain-source parasitic capacitance, a gate-source para-

sitic capacitance and a gate-drain parasitic capacitance;
and

a charge balancing capacitor directly and continuously

connected to a first node connecting a source terminal
of said high voltage, normally-ontransistor and a drain

terminal of said controltransistor, the first node to be in
series with said drain-source parasitic capacitance of

said high voltage normally-on transistor, the charge
balancing capacitor being directly and continuously

connected to a second node connecting a source ter-

minal of said control transistor and a gate terminal of
said high voltage, normally on transistor, the charge

balancing capacitor further directly connected in par-
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allel with a parallel connection of said gate-source
parasitic capacitance of said high voltage, normally-on

transistor and said drain-source parasitic capacitance of

said control transistor to form a capacitive voltage
divider, said charge balancing capacitor having a value

such that:
a voltage on said drain-source parasitic capacitance of

said control transistor cannot reach said avalanche
breakdown threshold voltage when said drain-source

parasitic capacitance of said high voltage, normally-

on transistor is charged when said high voltage,
normally-on transistor is turned off; and

whena voltage across said capacitive voltage divideris
reduced, said drain-source parasitic capacitance of

said high voltage, normally-on transistor is fully
discharged when the voltage on said drain-source

parasitic capacitance of said control transistor is

reduced to said switching threshold voltage of said
high voltage, normally-on transistor, whereby said

high voltage, normally-on transistor is switched to a
conductive state with near-zero voltage applied

across the drain and the source terminals of said high
voltage, normally-on transistor.

2. The cascode switching device as recited in claim 1,

wherein a sum of capacitances of said charge balancing
capacitor and said parallel connection of said gate-source

parasitic capacitance of said high voltage, normally-on tran-
sistor and said drain-source parasitic capacitance of said

control transistor is approximately equal to or greater than
said drain-source parasitic capacitance of said high voltage,

normally-on transistor.

3. The cascode switching device as recited in claim 1,
wherein said high voltage, normally-on transistor is formed

of silicon carbide.
4. The cascode switching device as recited in claim 1,

wherein said high voltage, normally-on transistor is formed

of gallium nitride.
5. The cascode switching device as recited in claim 1,

wherein said high voltage, normally-on transistor is a deple-
tion mode, high electron mobility transistor.

6. The cascode switching device as recited in claim 1,
wherein said control transistor is a silicon MOSFET.

7. A power converter including a cascode switching

device wherein said cascode switching device comprises:
a high voltage, normally-on transistor formed of silicon

carbide or a nitride of a Group III material, said high
voltage, normally-on transistor having a drain-source

parasitic capacitance, a gate-source parasitic capaci-
tance and a gate-drain parasitic capacitance;

a control transistor for controlling conduction of said high

voltage, normally-on transistor, said control transistor
having an avalanche breakdown threshold voltage, a

drain-source parasitic capacitance, a gate-source para-
sitic capacitance and a gate-drain parasitic capacitance;

and
a charge balancing capacitor directly and continuously

connected to a first node connecting a source terminal

of said high voltage, normally-ontransistor and a drain
terminal of said controltransistor, the first node to be in

series with said drain-source parasitic capacitance of
said high voltage normally-on transistor, the charge

balancing capacitor directly and continuously con-
nected to a second node connecting a source terminal of

said control transistor and a gate terminal of said high

voltage, normally on transistor, the charge balancing
capacitor further directly connected in parallel with a

parallel connection of said gate-source parasitic capaci-
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10
tance of said high voltage, normally-on transistor and

said drain-source parasitic capacitance of said control

transistor to form a capacitive voltage divider, said

charge balancing capacitor having a value such that:

a voltage on said gate-source parasitic capacitance of

said control transistor cannot reach said avalanche

breakdown threshold voltage whensaid drain-source

parasitic capacitance of said high voltage, normally-

on transistor is charged when said high voltage,

normally-on transistor is turned off; and

when said drain-source parasitic capacitance of said

high voltage, normally-on transistor is fully dis-

charged when the voltage on said drain-source para-

sitic capacitance of said control transistor is reduced

to said switching threshold voltage of said high

voltage, normally-on transistor, whereby said high

voltage, normally-on transistor is switched to a con-

ductive state with near-zero voltage applied across

the drain and the source terminals of said high

voltage, normally-on transistor.

8. The power converter as recited in claim 7, wherein a
sum of capacitances of said charge balancing capacitor and

said parallel connection of said gate-source parasitic capaci-

tance of said high voltage, normally-on transistor and said
drain-source parasitic capacitance of said control transistor

is approximately equal to or greater than said drain-source
parasitic capacitance of said high voltage, normally-on tran-

sistor.
9. The power converter as recited in claim 7, wherein said

high voltage, normally-on transistor is formed of silicon

carbide.
10. The power converter as recited in claim 7, wherein

said high voltage, normally-on transistor is formed of gal-
lium nitride.

11. The power converter as recited in claim 7, wherein

said high voltage, normally-on transistor is a depletion
mode, high electron mobility transistor.

12. The power converter as recited in claim 7, wherein
said control transistor is a silicon MOSFET.

13. The power converter as recited in claim 7, wherein
said power converter is a boost power converter.

14. A method of operating a cascode switching device

comprising:
a high voltage normally-on transistor having a drain-

source parasitic capacitance, a gate-source parasitic
capacitance and a gate-drain parasitic capacitance;

a charge balancing capacitor; and
a controltransistor having a drain-source parasitic capaci-

tance, agate-source parasitic capacitance and a gate-

drain parasitic capacitance and exhibiting an avalanche
breakdown voltage threshold, a source terminal of said

high voltage, normally-on transistor being connected to
a drain terminal ofsaid control transistor such that said

drain-source parasitic capacitance of said high-voltage,
normally-on transistor is connected in series with said

drain-source capacitance of said control transistor and

said charge balancing capacitor connected in parallel
with said drain-source parasitic capacitance of said

control transistor and said gate-source parasitic capaci-
tance of said control transistor forming a capacitive

voltage divider therewith, said method including steps
of:

applying a switching signal to the control transistor to

charge the drain-source parasitic capacitance of said
control transistor and said charge balancing capacitor

connected in parallel with said drain-source parasitic
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capacitanceofsaid controltransistor to a voltage above
a switching threshold of the high voltage, normally-on

transistor;

charging said drain-source parasitic capacitance of said
high voltage, normally-on transistor in series with said 5

charge balancing capacitor and said drain-source para-
sitic capacitance of said control transistor to an oper-

ating voltage that produces a voltage less than said
avalanche breakdown threshold on said parallel con-

nection of said drain-source parasitic capacitance of 10

said control transistor and said charge balancing
capacitor;

discharging said drain-source parasitic capacitance ofsaid
high voltage, normally-on transistor to zero volts; and

maintaining a voltage on said drain-source parasitic 15
capacitance of said control transistor and said charge

balancing capacitor at or above said switching thresh-

old of said high-voltage, normally-on transistor with
charge on said charge balancing capacitor and said

drain-source parasitic capacitance until said step of 20
discharging said source-drain parasitic capacitance of

said high voltage, normally-on transistor to zero volts
is complete, whereby zero voltage switching of said

high voltage, normally-on transistor is achieved.

15. The method as recited in claim 14, wherein said 25
discharging step is performed using a resonant current.

16. The method as recited in claim 14, wherein said
discharging step is performed using an induced current.

* * * * *


